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Minutes from Regular Board of Directors Meeting: 
January 28th, 2018 from 3:00-5:00pm at Drexel 

University URBN Center: 3501 Market St. Philadelphia, 
PA 19104 

 
Present Members: Ellen Rosenberg, Amanda Lepore, Renee Quarterman, Ken Metzner, 
Kun-Yang Lin, Jessica Lynch, Ellen Gayda, Brea Heidelberg, Elizabeth Klaproth, Janet 
Stern (via phone) 
Absent: David Harrison, Ellen Schwartz 
Others Present: Katie Moore, Alex Carbonell 
 
Proceedings 
Ken called the meeting to order at 3:04pm 
 
AGENDA: 
 
1. Nomination/Election of Alex Carbonell to the board (Bio sent via email previously) 
2. Approval of Dec. 17 Board Minutes (attachment sent previously) 
3. Financial Update (attachment sent previously) 
4. Upcoming Events- Open Studio Series and Home Season 
5. Home Season Initiatives (all attachments sent previously) 
- Program Advertisements - Dinner and Reception Package - Board5 Discount Code 
6. Artistic Update 
7. Other Business 
 
1. Nomination/Election of Alex Carbonell to the board  

• Ken reads Alex’s bio 3:05pm 
• Ken reviews Conflict of Interest discussion at the last board meeting regarding 

Alex’s nomination. Ken mentions David Harrison and Ellen Schwartz have already 
voted in favor via e-mail 

• Ellen Gayda asks what Alex thinks he can bring to the table 
• Ken responds that he is a successful entrepreneur, active in social media, good at 

reaching young people and growing more awareness of the company 
• Kun-Yang reiterates that he doesn’t think the dancers will have a problem with 

Alex, as Wally’s spouse, being on the board 
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• Ellen Rosenberg confirms her observations have been that everyone respects Wally 
• Kun-Yang responded that, as they discussed at the December meeting, he thinks 

dance artists can sit in on some meetings, but will not formally be on the board 
 

Ken makes a motion to approve Alex 
Ellen R seconds 
Alex Carbonell elected to the board with all in favor at 3:15pm 
 

• Alex comes into the board meeting and is informed we was successfully elected 
onto the board 

• Ellen G reiterates her question directly to Alex 
• Alex explains he is a business man, we wants to use his entrepreneurial skills to 

spread greater awareness of the company, especially to younger generations. He 
owns a restaurant that is also a small music venue so he knows how to curate and 
promote those types of events. He wants to help tap into a younger audience for 
the shows and get people who are into the arts into KYL/D. Very local and start-up 
types of audience members. There are very local art supportive groups in Philly he 
wants to help KYL/D target. 

 
2. Approval of Dec. 17 Board Minutes 
Ken moves onto the next agenda item, approval of the Dec. 17th board meeting minutes. 
 
Renee moves to approve the minutes 
Jessica seconds 
The minutes are approved with all in favor at 3:14pm 
 
3. Financial Update  

• Renee presents the updated financial statement for 2017. The report was 
generated by KYL/D’s external bookkeeper, Bonnie Johnson, and are unaudited 
numbers.  

• Renee continues that the actual versus budgeted numbers show positive revenue 
overall, in large part due to the Pew grant. Also, board contributions came in as 
expected. For expenses, many categories ended up having less expense than what 
was budgeted due to the earlier concerns about Faith Project and the associated 
additional resources needed to bring the production to fruition. Overall, the 
statement looks similar to what was reviewed at the Dec. 17th meeting. Renee 
stated that after reviewing the financial statement with Ken and Katie she had no 
further questions. 

• Ken added that now the statements and other appropriate information will be 
turned over to the outside auditors to review and start the process of the audit. As 
in previous years, KYL/D plans to present the audit when it is complete and 
compare it to the prior year. Melissa Hoffman at Ruotolo, Spewak and Co., the 
external auditor KYL/D has been using for the past several years, will most likely 
make a presentation to the board. When the audit is complete, there will be a lot 
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of opportunities to discuss the financial statements in more detail. Also, the auditors 
might want to change the categories that KYL/D created, such as Line 5220 and 
5225 Foundations New and Released.  

• Ken notes that approximately 1/3 of the expenses for the Faith Project were 
incurred in 2017. Even though the show is in 2018, the community engagements, 
rehearsal pay, collaborator pay, part of the venue rental and other expenses 
were incurred in 2017. Overall, the company is in a very favorable position. 

• Ellen Gayda asked if the budgeted numbers are based on the previous year’s 
budget. Such as Line 6200.1 (Performance Expense) 

• Ken explained that the budgeted numbers for that category got mainly pushed into 
2018 with Faith Project. As mentioned in the December meeting, each budget is a 
combination of considerations including the previous year’s numbers, support of 
initiatives consistent with the strategic plan, anticipated funding, anticipated 
programming, etc. 

• Ellen Gayda commented that she is happy to see there are increases in staff and 
artist pay 

• Ellen Gayda then asked about travel expenses listed on Line 6270.1. We had a 
lot more budgeted than we spent and also Line 4120 Touring where KYL/D 
projected significant income.  

• Ken explained that the company originally anticipated more touring in 2017 due 
to conversations with the company’s booking agent, KMP Artists. Several 
opportunities came up during the year, but it did not make financial sense for the 
company to add those tours. 

• Ellen Gayda added that she personally feels it is great that there hasn’t been much 
international touring in recent years because it has allowed KYL/D to grow our 
name in our home base which has helped grow our bottom line. She is happy of the 
success KYL/D has had in Philly and thinks it is hard to generate the money needed 
to go on tour. 

• Ken responded that KYL/D is mainly looking into opportunities where the booking 
manager or presenter will cover or heavily subsidize travel for the company.  

• Ellen Gayda responded that she uses a service called BookYourAward.com which 
takes all of the miles from every credit card you have and translates them into free 
ticketing. She uses the service a lot and thinks that if all board members who have 
applicable cards could put their miles together it would be a good way to sponsor 
the travel of the company to go on tour. Ellen wants the board to think creatively 
about how to solve the high expenses associated with travel. 

• Janet Stern asked is there are any plans to tour regionally or nationally in 2018 
and beyond? 

• Ken responded that there is a presenter from Harrisburg coming on February 10th 
to KYL/D’s final story circle engagement at the dance studio. She could not come to 
APAP and is therefore coming to the studio to experience the company’s work. 
KYL/D is also working to invite other presenters to come to the shows in March but 
there is nothing concrete right now. 
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• Janet asked Ken if he could review the program KYL/D did at IUP and how it 
helped the company 

• Ken responded that the residency KYL/D held at IUP was positive to the company’s 
bottom line, it increased net income. IUP asked Kun-Yang and a dance artist 
(Wally) to work with their dance department students one week on learning 
Santuario choreography. Then the students worked for 8-9 weeks on their own to 
rehearse and craft the choreography. The entire company went to IUP in October 
and rehearsed for several days before the IUP dance department students 
performed alongside the professional company members on stage as part of 
KYL/D’s larger performance at IUP. The program was good for the students, 
KYL/D’s booking manager thinks the model is unique and will attract other 
organizations as most companies have no interest in working directly with students. 

• Janet added that she thinks it is great for branding and marketing.  
• Kun-Yang agreed with Janet that not only was KYL/D mentioned in the IUP 

newsletter to students, but also when the students of these programs graduate they 
will have KYL/D listed on their resumes, which helps raise awareness of the 
company to different communities. 

• Liz Klaproth asked if IUP can keep performing Santuario after the residency? 
• Kun-Yang responded ‘No’, it is just a one-time performance of the work so KYL/D 

still has control over where and when the company’s work is performed 
• Ellen Gayda added that she thinks the company should promote this model to 

regional schools like Swarthmore. 
• Kun-Yang responded that he was asked to guest teach composition courses within 

the dance department at Swarthmore starting in February and then the entire 
company is performing as part of Swarthmore’s Dance Faculty Concert in May. 

 
Ken rerouted the conversation back to the financial statements to see if anyone else had 
any questions before moving on to the next agenda item. 
 
Everyone responded that they have no questions. 
 

• Ken finalized the conversation by noting that the last two pages of the financial 
statement references Summary of Cash. This information relates to how grants are 
released. Bonnie the bookkeeper tracks what grants are restricted and which are 
not. Overall, the Summary of Cash shows a healthy balance, higher than what 
Katie and Ken initially estimated back in November. This balance is important to 
utilize in supporting the investment KYL/D wants to make in 2018- namely the 
increased in hours and compensation for staff and artists to move towards a full-
time model. 

• Ellen Gayda asked if the healthy financial statements will help the company 
receive support from larger funding communities. 

• Ken responded that a larger budget does make KYL/D applicable to some new 
sources of funding. Also, some funders do not consider you if you do not have a 
certain amount of operating reserves, which is why the company has been 
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deliberate in always having several months of unrestricted reserves by year-end. 
When the company writes grant proposals we emphasize that we are prudent and 
good stewards of our resources which is demonstrated in our financial statements. 

 
Ken concludes the financial statement conversation and asks Katie to review the upcoming 
events. 
 
4. Upcoming Events- Open Studio Series and Home Season 

• Katie explained KYL/D’s Open Studio Series. The open studio series relates to 
KYL/D’s Strategic Plan of creating monthly studio events for that are open to the 
public so the company can raise awareness among the Philly community. The 
company has had large success in bringing in audiences to CHI MAC for its InHale 
Performance Series. Almost every show is sold out with approximately 55-65 
audience members. The company wants to have the same success with InHale for 
the professional ensemble’s Open Studio events. 

• Katie continued to explain that the Open Studio Series this year focuses solely on 
Faith Project. Since the work is 60 minutes long, there are three events which will 
feature different segments of the work. Also, each open studio features different 
artists/collaborators present for the dialogue section of the event. Ken, Kun-Yang 
and artists will be leading the conversation on Feb. 10th, multimedia designer Jared 
Mezzocchi and set designer Sara Outing will be leading the dialogue on Feb. 24th, 
and scholar/thought partner Kimerer LaMothe and composer/sound designer Cory 
Neale will be leading the dialogue on the final event on March 10th. Therefore, 
every open studio series will consist of a completely new experience of the work. 
Also, the event includes light snacks and beverages. 

• Katie stressed that the open studios help KYL/D cultivate more local audiences and 
create buzz for the home season. It's a great way to bring friends, family and/or 
colleagues who have a tighter budget or those who are unable to attend the home 
season. Also, the event gives behind the scenes info into the creative process which 
helps the board members sell the home season better to their personal networks. 

• Ellen Rosenberg added that she thinks promoting the behind the scenes element of 
the open studio events on websites like FunSavers and Uwishunu would help 
cultivate interest in the events. 

• Ken responded that KYL/D has a formal collaboration with the Interfaith Center of 
Greater Philadelphia. This past Tuesday, Katie and Ken had a phone call meeting 
with the marketing coordinator to discuss how the Interfaith Center could help 
market KYL/D’s events to their network which includes e-newsletters and postings on 
social media. The company hopes working closely with the Interfaith Center will be 
fruitful. 

• Katie added that KYL/D promotes all of their important events through community 
calendars online. The company has a list of over 35 sites where it posts the Open 
Studio Events. With Philly Fun Guide, we have listed the event, but generally the 
FunSavers get the most attention, which require you to provide a 50% discount. A 
50% discount would lower tickets to $7.50 which KYL/D doesn’t really want to do. 
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• Kun-Yang added that the company is using its connections in the community to raise 
awareness for the event and the board should reach out to all of their respective 
networks to reinforce the message. Even if a board member reaches out to an 
organization KYL/D has already reached out to its okay because it will reinforce 
the information. 

• Ken added that he wants to encourage all of the board members to try to make it 
to at least one open studio event. There is food, drink and mingling and it is a 
great way to see the work before the shows and talk with the artists. 

• Liz Klaproth asked how long the mingling will be? 
• Ken responded that they plan to have around 20 minutes before the end of the 

event for talking casually with the artists. Ken also emphasized that tickets are only 
$15 so they hope to attract some student groups who might not want to invest $40 
in seeing contemporary dance. 

• Amanda asked if there could be a discount on the events if people purchase tickets 
to 2 of the 3 or all 3 of the open studio events? Or a discount to the home season? 

• Ellen Rosenberg added that she thinks a package deal for the open studio series 
would be very helpful in selling tickets. 

• Brea added that she can help chip in money for food or drinks for the open studio 
events. She is happy to help in whatever way is needed. 

 
• Katie thanked everyone for their ideas which her and Ken will revisit after the 

meeting. Then Katie moved on to discussing KYL/D’s Home Season: March 22-24 at 
Prince Theater. She explained there are 4 shows: Thursday at 8pm, Friday at 8pm, 
Saturday at 2:30pm and Saturday at 8pm, the same as last year. Tickets are now 
on sale through the Prince Theater box office. The company will start marketing the 
home season shortly. 

 
5. Home Season Initiatives- Dinner and Reception Package 

• Ellen Gayda asked what the ticket prices are this year 
• Ken responded that student tickets are $20. The front orchestra is split into two 

sections. The first four rows of the theater, which have a worse view, are $32. The 
rest of the front orchestra, with a better view, is $40. The rear orchestra is not yet 
on sale because the company usually does not sell enough tickets in the front 
orchestra to prompt opening up the back orchestra. Also, the company likes the 
front orchestra to look full and opening the back may make the audience appear 
more scattered and smaller. Ken also mentioned that there are two VIP Ticket 
Packages. One package is the Dinner Package which is $110. This ticket price 
includes a gourmet dinner at Estia restaurant from 5:45-7:30, a show ticket to the 
8pm show, and then a dessert reception with the artists in the lobby following the 
show. The dinner ticket is very similar to what the company did in 2016. The dinner 
is at the same venue and will feature a similar menu. Finally, there is a $70 ticket 
option which includes one show ticket and then access to the desert reception with 
the artists in the lobby. 
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• Ken continued to explain that with the dinner package in 2016, KYL/D had 53 
paying guests. The company would like to increase that to 75 paying guests this 
year. Some board members brought 6-8 people to the dinner in 2016 which 
helped KYL/D get over 50 people there. With a now expanded board, the 
company hopes each board member can bring several individuals to the dinner to 
help attain the higher goal. All information about every ticket/ticket package is on 
the Prince Theater website. 

• Ken continued to explain that he hopes the collaboration with the Interfaith Center 
and the story circle participants will help widen the audience base. There are also 
80-100 Temple University students attending the home season which we did not 
have in 2017.  

• Janet asked if there are physical materials the board can hand out about the show. 
• Ken responded that the show postcards are in production and will be ready soon. 

He will make sure every board member gets a stack. There are also several 
posters that will be posted around the city. 

• Ellen Gayda commented that she thinks the Estia space is beautiful for the dinner 
reception. She hopes she will get some repeat guests. 

• Ken added that Katie and himself have already personally emailed everyone they 
had on file as attending the 2016 event and let them know about this year’s event, 
emphasizing the company’s 10th year anniversary in Philadelphia 

 
Ken moves the conversation to discuss the program advertisements (4:02pm) 
 
5. Home Season Initiatives- Program Advertisements 

• Ken explains that in the past, Ellen Gayda and Tom Meyers have been responsible 
for approximately 90% of the revenue KYL/D receives in program ads and he 
would like to challenge other board members in helping get program ads for the 
company. Board members can ask their vendors/suppliers and local businesses they 
support to place a program ad or make a donation. For example, KYL/D has 
asked its auditors, payroll company, and chiropractor to place an ad in the past 
and they have. 

• Ellen Gayda added that she has started a write up the introductory letter her and 
Tom send to their respective network. Some people do not have an artistic 
marketing person in house, but she asks them to send a photo of their business card 
or logo and it still looks nice. 

• Janet responded that she would like to fund a Board of Directors ad in the show 
program. She would love to hear other board members thoughts on what the 
content of the ad should be. 

• Katie added that part of the materials she handed out at the beginning of the 
meeting is the program advertising form. There is both a physical PDF version 
people can fill out and send online or via mail as well as an online form where 
people can submit all of their information, upload the ad artwork and pay via 
credit card. It is a very quick and easy process. The company also has a graphic 
designer who is creating the program and is able to adjust the artwork. 
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5. Home Season Initiatives- Board5 Discount Code 

• Ken moves the conversation to the final bullet point of the Home Season Initiatives- 
he explains that each board member can use the discount code Board5 for $5 off 
each ticket and encourages board members to share the code with their respective 
networks.  

 
6. Artistic Update 

• Kun-Yang starts the Artistic Update section of the agenda. He reviews the 
company’s experience at APAP, explaining that they received a lot of positive 
feedback overall. Many presenters recognize that KYL/D creates and performs 
work from the heart, which makes us distinguishable from other companies. One 
presenter went to KYL/D’s first showcase at APAP and was so moved that she came 
back to see the second showcase. This presenter presented KYL/D several years 
ago. KYL/D presented Santuario in the first showcase and Faith Project/The Door in 
the second showcase. 

• Kun-Yang continued that there are many complexities within company’s 
relationships with presenters. With some presenters, they have a rule or practice 
that within 4 years you cannot present the same company/artist twice. He 
continued to explain that a fellow choreographer who has a company in Colorado 
commented that she thought that KYL/D’s work was very honest, passionate and 
easy to connect with. This colleague, Cleo Parker Robinson, is currently working on 
a collaboration with Philadanco, but she expressed interested in wanting to work 
with KYL/D in the future. 

• Kun-Yang emphasized that APAP is always a long-term strategy. The company 
does not immediately get touring opportunities, but it raises branding and 
awareness. When KYL/D does not participate in APAP, people think that the 
company no longer exists. Participation in the conference lends a certain credibility 
or seriousness to a professional dance company’s touring initiatives. Overall, Kun-
Yang feels the company is making progress towards being considered by more 
presenters for the future. He credits the board and dancer’s efforts in moving the 
company forward towards being more nationally and internationally recognized. 

• Ken added that the showcases they did were at 9:40pm and 10:30pm. There was 
not a good turnout at the 10:30pm showcase because most presenters are going to 
showcases all day starting in the early morning. In the future, KYL/D will not hold 
the showcases past 10:00pm. 

• Kun-Yang mentioned that at APAP the administrators push PA, NJ, and NY 
companies into the later time slots because they do not travel as far as other 
companies across the U.S. and internationally. They charge more for earlier slots 
and right now KYL/D does not have the budget that Koresh has to present 
themselves Thursday through Saturday. Once the company moves from an hourly 
and performance pay model to a salary base it will be easier to expense. 

• Kun-Yang changed the conversation to add that the Swarthmore performance in 
May is a great new opportunity for the company. KYL/D will most likely perform 
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ONE-Immortal Game (Chess) or Land of Lost Content. The weekend after 
Swarthmore, KYL/D is holding its Inhale/Exhale Series which features work by the 
KYL/D artists alongside other emerging and established choreographers in Philly 
and beyond. This program is part of KYL/D’s initiative to support the dance artists 
in creating and presenting their own work in the community.  

 
7. Other Business 

• Ken moved on to see if there was any other business the board wanted to discuss. 
• Ellen Gayda asked what audiences the company is reaching out to that could help 

fill up the Saturday matinee performance.  
• Liz Klaproth responded that she thinks senior citizens and similar communities would 

be good to reach out to.  
• Ellen Rosenberg added that she thinks families with teens could be another 

audience to target since teens or young adults do not want to spend a weekend 
evening at a performance. The matinee allows them to still have most of their 
weekend free.  

• Ken responded that the matinee is the only show where the artists come out after 
the show and talk with the audience. Usually there is a group of people who attend 
the matinee because of the talk back. The company has reached out to various 
senior communities in the past and it has never resulted in any interest or 
attendance at the shows. The company can revisit that strategy in the future. 

• Brea added that they could look into the Comcast Center 
• Ellen Gayda mentioned the community center on Ridge Avenue 
• Liz Klaproth added that there is a senior community near the Franklin Institute- the 

Watermark 
• Alex Carbonell asked what the financial breakdown is for the home season, how 

much money the company makes from it, etc. 
• Ken responded that it is hard to conceptualize, but even if every single ticket was 

sold for all four shows it would not come close to covering rehearsal pay from July-
March. It costs approximately $25,000 to rent the Prince for the week including 
everything. The bottom line is that the more tickets we sell, the better we do. Ken 
added that the company will have $15 student tickets available an hour before the 
show. The company is being deliberate about not offering too many last-minute 
discounts to the point where the audiences expect it and therefore do not buy 
tickets until the last minute. 

• Katie wrapped up the meeting by showing a video KYL/D created from the “You 
Be the Judge” fun-raiser: https://vimeo.com/252530038 

• Katie also mentioned after the board meeting she will send an email template for 
board members to use to regarding reaching out to their network to purchase 
program ads and/or home season ticket sales. 
 

The meeting concluded at 5:12pm 


